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� Incorporation of porous HPA in

SPEEK membrane used as electro-

lyte layer in PEMFC.

� Physical and chemical properties

are being characterized to get the

best membrane.

� The performance analysis

concluded the highest performing

membrane.
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a b s t r a c t

This study demonstrates the successful development of hybrid mesoporous siliceous

phosphotungstic acid (mPTA-Si) and sulfonated poly ether ether ketone (SPEEK) as a proton

exchange membrane with a high performance in hydrogen proton exchange membrane

fuel cells (PEMFC). SPEEK acts as a polymeric membrane matrix and mPTA-Si acts as the

mechanical reinforcer and proton conducting enhancer. Interestingly, incorporating

mPTA-Si did not affect the morphological aspect of SPEEK as dense membrane upon

loading the amount of mPTA-Si up to 2.5 wt%. The water uptake reduced to 14% from 21.5%

when mPTA-Si content increases from 0.5 to 2.5 wt% respectively. Meanwhile, the proton

conductivity increased to 0.01 Scm�1 with 1.0 wt% mPTA-Si and maximum power density

of 180.87 mWcm�2 which is 200% improvement as compared to pristine SPEEK membrane.

The systematic study of hybrid SP-mPTA-Si membrane proved a substantial enhancement
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Heteropoly acid
Zero emission
in the performance together with further improvement on physicochemical properties of

parent SPEEK membrane desirable for the PEMFC application.

© 2022 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Soon after Paris agreement in 2016, hydrogen has jumped

back on the attention with significant promises for climate

change and the global economy. In line with the Sustainable

Development Goal (SDG 7) to ensure universal access to

affordable, reliable andmodern energy services, hydrogen has

attainedmassive attention in recent years as a clean source of

future energy. However, the utilization of hydrogen as a fuel

has been mitigated due to the lack of efficient fuel cells. In

recent years there are several attempts for more efficient

hydrogen usage such as in fuel cell and thermophotovoltaic

systems [1,2]. As comparison with the other renewable energy

systems, the fuel cell known to use hydrogen as the energy

source. While alternative sources such as wind and solar cell

are the close competitors to the hydrogen fuel cell. However,

they still are suffering from various drawbacks as they are

highly dependant on climate conditions, for instance, efficient

solar cell operation strictly depends on the amount of sun to

operate and makes it difficult choice especially country with

less sunlight [3]. In addition, wind turbine also faces the

similar issues of high dependency on wind power. Consid-

ering that, hydrogen fuel cell most suitable choice in terms of

continuity of producing electricity and ease of access when its

required and also it is independent of the environmental

factors. Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) in

particular are great candidates to be used for EVs, portable

devices due to their low cost, convenient use and durability.

The utilization of hydrogen as feeding fuel in PEMFC can

translate the capability of the technology to provide an effi-

cient energy supply at zero emission level. PEMFC converts

chemical energy into electrical energy through the oxidation

of hydrogen fuel and only produces water vapor as by product

[4]. In recent years, the Nafion®membrane has been the main

dominator of the electrolyte membrane market and it has

been widely studied in PEMFC applications and showed its

superior performance and stability for long run [5,6].

Despite the high performance of Nafion®membranes, they

still suffer from number of issues such as dehydration and

loss of conductivity at elevated temperature [7] due to their

low glass transition temperature which also reduces their

mechanical strength [8]. Also, they pose high fuel crossover

rate which may cause short circuit in PEMFCs and stop their

functionality [9]. In addition, the Nafion® high cost is a sig-

nificant barrier that hinders PEMFC from being widely

commercialized [10,11]. Therefore, there have been numerous

attempts to mimic the performance of Nafion® from various

angles such as developing new polymeric membranes, intro-

ducing novel nanomaterials in hybridmembranes etc. [12e14]

The vital characteristics for promising materials for PEMFC
electrolyte including i) high proton conductivity at elevated

temperature and low relative humidity protons, ii) low fuel

crossover, iii) low frequency resistance with electrodes, iv)

good stability towards harsh oxidative environment.

Among the various Nafion® alternatives [15], sulfonated

poly ether ether ketone (SPEEK) has been proven to be a

promising option [12,16,17]. The sulfonation process is a

trade-off between the ion conductivity and mechanical

properties, which can be controlled by adjusting the hydro-

philic and hydrophobic part of the polymer [18]. The poly-

meric structure of the final membrane can be tailored via

engineering the sulfonation process to maximise the proton

conduction channels [19]. Beside that, SPEEKs are very

economically viable and also demonstrate high mechanical

stability and water uptakes at various temperatures [16].

Despite their advantages, the sulfonated polymers also

pose few drawbacks. The poor water channels are easily

observed due to weak phase separation between hydrophilic

and hydrophobic moieties [20]. This also leads to low proton

conductivities and excessive swelling behaviour under hy-

drated conditions. Sulfonated polymer also tends to exhibit

lower chemical and oxidative stability as compared to non-

sulfonated polymers [21]. In addition, during the sulfonation

process it is difficult to reach the balanced sulfonation while

the insufficient sulfonation restricts the proton conductivity

and the over sulfonation degrades the molecular weight,

affecting the water resistance [22].

Introducing SPEEK hybrid membrane can address the

aforementioned problems. Addition of proper nanomaterials

into SPEEK matrix could provide various advantages to the

sulfonated polymer membrane such as enhancing water

retention, improving the mechanical stability, increasing the

proton conductivity and reducing the fuel cross over [12]. For

instance, further addition of clay into sulfonated polysulfone

membrane shows good water retention and mechanical

strength [23]. Meanwhile the SPEEK doped with zirconium

phosphateshowed increasedconductivityat lowhumidity and

enhanced its chemical stability [24]. Despite the substantial

improvement, however, the low power output remains an

issue to be solved. Consequently, an inorganice organic com-

posite electrolytes are attracting increasing interest as one of

the key alternative materials development of new proton

conductive electrolytes in fuel cell applications [25].

Heteropolyacids (HPAs)aresolidacidswithhighacidityand

proton conductivity. They are great candidates for proton ex-

change membranes with the chemical formula H3XM12O40,

where X is a heteropoly atom and M is a transition metal.

Phosphotungstic acid (H3PW12O40) (noted as PTA in this work)

exhibits the highest acidity and proton conductivity among

various types of HPAs [26]. However, they suffer from very low

surface area and instability in polar media which limit their
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functionality in direct mixing of HPA within the polymeric

matrix in PEMFC application [27]. In order to address the

aforementioned drawbacks, to date, the main synthesis tech-

niques practiced by researchers were based on incorporating

mesoporous silica via nano-casting technique using corrosive

acid (HCl), whichmitigates process scale-up [28]. Furthermore,

the chemical stabilities are also quite unsatisfactory due to

their hygroscopicity. However, this can be solved by creating

mesopores within the PTA clusters [29]. Recently, Ilbeygi et al.

have developed a facile protocol to synthesis siliceous meso-

porous PTA (mPTA-Si) via a single soft templating approach.

The resultant materials possess desirable properties such as

very high surface area, large pore size, high stability in a polar

solvent, and uniform spherical morphology [30]. PTA acting as

Brønsted acid toward thewatermolecules of hydration, which

is generally weakly bound in the structure, resulting in higher

ion conductivity [31].

Considering the excellent properties of SPEEK andmPTA-Si

individually as mentioned above, preparing a hybrid mem-

brane can synergistically enhance the final performance for

PEMFC application, in this study we introduced various con-

tent of mPTA-Si into SPEEK framework for PEMFC application.

As per our knowledge there is no report of this hybrid mem-

berane application for PEMFC. As-synthesised SP-mPTA-Si

hybrid membranes were further characterized with state of

art techniques and undergone PEMFC performance test at 60

and 100% of relative humidity (%RH) operating conditions.
Experimental

Preparation of SPEEK membrane

The SPEEK with the degree of sulfonation of 63 was prepared

according to the previous report [12]. The PEEK was obtained

from Victrex. Sulphuric Acid (Qrec) and dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO, Qrec) were used as solvents. 90 wt% percent of DMSO

weremixed with 10 wt% of SPEEK to form dope solution. After

3 h of stirring, the mPTA-Si was added to the dope solution

followed by continuous stirring for another 24 h. Table 1

shows the composition of the samples.

After all, thepolymer andmPTA-Sihadbeenwell immersed

in the dope solution, about 5 mL of dope solution was poured

into 7 cm glass Petri dish. Then, it was dried in a convection

oven (UN 110Memmert, Germany) at 80 �C for 24 h followed by

increasing the temperature to 100 �C for 6 h. Finally, the

membrane was collected, rinsed and dried at 60 �C.
Table 1 e Composition of SPEEK-mPTA-Si membrane.

Sample Solvent
(wt%)

SPEEK
(wt%)

mPTA-Si
(wt%)

SPEEK 90 10 0

SP-mPTASi - 0.5 0.5

SP-mPTASie 1.0 1.0

SP-mPTASi e 1.5 1.5

SP-mPTASi e 2.0 2.0

SP-mPTASi e 2.5 2.5
Characterization of SP-mPTA-Si membrane

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Each membrane was cut into small strips. Then they were

immersed in the liquid nitrogen and cut simultaneously. The

sample was then placed on the stub and glued with double

tape. The process repeated with other samples. Next, it was

sputter coated with gold particle for higher resolution images.

The imaging has been carried out in a benchtop SEM (Hitachi

TM3030) machine at various magnifications. After the images

were captured, the images were scanned to obtain the EDX

mapping of the samples.

Water uptake
The membrane samples are dried and wiped for excess

moisture. Then, all the membrane samples were weighted

and recorded as the initial weight. Then, the membrane was

immersed in distilled water for 24 h at 80 �C. After that, the

membranewas collected, and the excess water was wiped out

from the membrane. Finally, the membrane was weighted for

their final weight. Eq. (1) shows the calculation of water

uptake.

Water uptakeð%Þ¼WO � Wi

Wi
� 100 (1)

where, Wo is the final weight of membrane after immersed,

Wi is the initial weight of membrane prior of immersed. The

procedure was repeated for each membrane.

Fourier transform infra-red
The FTIR spectra was done to observe the chemical properties

in the mPTA-Si and all membrane samples (pristine SPEEK

and SPEEKwithmPTA-Si). The spectra were recorded by using

Nicolet iS 10 spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) and ATR tech-

nique, the sample was put in the scanner and sealed tight

before undergone scanning. The scanning rate was set at 32

and the wavenumber from 4000 to 600 cm�1. The process

repeated for other samples.

Swelling properties
The membranes were cut in squares of 1 cm2. Then, the

thickness of each sample was measured via calliper. Next,

each sample was immersed in distilled water at 80 �C for 24 h.

Then, the thickness of sample was remeasured. The swelling

was calculated using Eq. (2). The process repeated for other

samples.

Swellingð%Þ¼Ta � Ti

Ti
� 100 (2)

where Ta is the weight of the sample after the immersion

while Ti is the initial weight of the sample.

Proton conductivity
Each membrane was cut into 1.5 cm in diameter. Then, it was

immersed in distilled water at room temperature for 24 h.

After that, the membrane proton conductivity was measured

via 2 probe sample holders, connected to autolab

(PGSTAT302 N). After that, the resistance was recorded, and

the conductivity was calculated via Eq. (3).
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Fig. 1 e a) FTIR spectra of SPEEK, solid mPTA-Si and SP-
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interaction of mPTA-Si with SPEEK membrane.
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C¼ R � Tm

A
(3)

where C is the conductivity in Scm�1, R is the resistance of the

membrane, Tm is the thickness of the membrane and A is the

area of the membrane.

Hydrogen permeation
The membrane was cut in circles with diameter of 5.5 cm.

Then, themembranewas put into the cell test. Themembrane

was enclosed and tightly screwed to prevent outside gas

entered the cell. Next, the hydrogen gas was flown to the

membrane surface starting from 2 bar and gradually

increased to 16 bar. The volume for hydrogen to move recor-

ded and calculated by Eq. (4).

Hydrogen permeation¼ V � L
A � t � DP

(4)

where V is the volume of gas permeated, L is the thickness of

the membrane, A is the area of the sample, t represents the

time required to permeate the gas and DP is the partial pres-

sure applied into the membrane. The process repeated for

other samples.

Mechanical testing
The mechanical strength was done by using Instron (4240,

ASTM D882) with speed of 10 mm/min The sample was cut

into 1 cm in width prior to the test. The sample then clamped

at top and bottom. The device then pulled both top and bot-

tom of the sample until it reached 80% stress threshold.

Finally, the value of the tensile strength recorded. For each

sample, 5 repetitions have been done and average value has

been reported.

PEMFC performance testing

The membrane samples were cut into 3 cm � 3 cm in square.

Meanwhile, the Pt (Fuel Cell Earth) electrodes were cut into

1.5 � 1.5 cm. Then the membrane was sandwiched between

the electrode and undergone hot press at 5 bar and 60 �C for

1 min. Then the complete sample was put into testing system

(850e Fuel Cell Test System Scribner Associates, USA). The fuel

and oxidant were both set at 600 cc min�1. The humidity was

set at 60 and 100% and the working temperature was main-

tained at 80 �C.
Results and discussion

Characterization of SP-mPTA-Si membrane

Confirmation of chemical bonding
Fig. 1 shows the FTIR of pristine SPEEK, mPTAeSi powder and

SP-mPTA-Si membrane ranging from 4000 to 600 cm�1. For All

the membranes the peak at around 3450 cm�1 indicating the

presence of eOH, bands at 1286 and 1080 cm�1 which are

referring to asymmetrical and symmetrical stretching vibra-

tions of O]S]O group respectively were observed. There are
also stretching vibrations of C ¼ C in the aromatic ring at 1590

and 1470 cm�1 [32].

Meanwhile, mPTA-Si signal at around 1080, 983, 1900 and

800 cm�1 indicating the presence of PeO, W-Ot, W-Oc-W and

W-Oe-W stretching vibrations. Where Ot, Oc and Oe are

referring to terminal, corner and edge oxygen [33]. There is a

strong and broad band at 3400 cm�1 which corresponds to the

OeH stretching vibrations of the hydroxyl group in themPTA-

Si. After the addition of mPTA-Si on the SPEEKmembrane, the

presence of mPTA-Si characteristic did not affect the SPEEK

FTIR signal which indicating the membrane characteristic

remains unchanged. This shows that the mPTA-Si doesn't
interfere with the chemical structure of the SPEEK. The peaks

for SPEEK remains unchanged with the increased amount of

mPTA-Si. However, there are slight changes peak intensity at

1080 cm�1 indicating the PeO content increasing which

translate into the higher amount of mPTA-Si content in the

membrane. In the schematic of interaction between mPTA-Si

and SPEEK, the primary structure ofmPTA-Si, protons interact

with the bridging oxygen because the basicity of the bridging

oxygen and not with the terminal oxygen. Meanwhile, in the

hydrated form of mPTA-Si, it was established in the previous

study that the terminal oxygen atoms of the anions associate

with the H5O2
þ bridges to generate secondary structure [34].

The results clearly indicating the sulfonic group are not

affected by introducing the mPTA-Si into SPEEK. Therefore, a

fundamental characteristic of SPEEK still intact.
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Fig. 2 e (i) SEM images of a)SPEEK b)SP-mPTA-Si0.5 c)SP-mPTA-Si1.0 d)SP-mPTA-Si1.5 e)SP-mPTA-Si2.0 f)SP-mPTA-Si2.5

membrane. The yellow arrow indicating the globular like structure on the membrane cross section. (ii) The EDX images of

the samples. (The black area represent the SPEEKmeanwhile the purple area corresponding toW component in mPTA-Si) a)

SP-mPTA-Si0.5 b) SP-mPTA-Si1.0 c) SP-mPTA-Si1.5 d) SP-mPTA-Si2.0 e) SP-mPTA-Si2.5. (For interpretation of the references

to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Morphology of the hybrid SP-mPTA-Si membranes
Fig. 2 shows the cross-section morphology of the membrane.

The thickness of the membrane was observed to be around

80 mm which is within the intrinsic thickness of a membrane

should have as an electrolyte. As expected, all membranes

have a dense symmetric structure which can limit the H2 fuel

crossover across the membrane and is an ideal feature for

PEMFC application.

After the addition of 0.5 wt% of mPTA-Si, it was observed

the spherical like shape was scattered surrounding the cross

section ofmembrane. Increasing themPTA-Si content to 1.0%,

leads to connection of the spherical or globular like structure

to each other creating a wormlike morphology. This indicates

that the addition of the mPTA-Si does changes the

morphology in terms of having larger surface area; thus,

providesmore spaces for proton hopping to occur. Meanwhile,

the EDX mapping shows the distribution of mPTA-Si across

the membrane. It can be observed the mPTA-Si widely

dispersed at 0.5 until 1.5. However, it can be seen there are

agglomeration occurred. This due to the mPTA-Si have

reached the threshold for SPEEK membrane. It also indicating

the SPEEK membrane physical properties undergone signifi-

cant changes in terms of dense properties. Such agglomera-

tion reduces the dense properties of the membrane thus the

changes can be observed in hydrogen permeability. Less

dense will allow more hydrogen to pass through across the

membrane.

Water uptake analysis and proton conductivity
Wateruptake analysiswas carried out tomeasure the ability of

the membrane to absorb water. Fig. 3 shows the water uptake

and proton conductivity of parent SPEEK and mPTA-Si incor-

porated SPEEK membranes. The water uptake of the mem-

brane recorded about 21.5% for 0.5 wt% of mPTA-Si content.

When the content of mPTA-Si increased to 1.0%, there is a

slight decrease at 21% ofwater uptake. Then, thewater uptake

recorded had slight increase to 20%, 17% and 14% when the

content of mPTA-Si increased to 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 wt% respec-

tively. From this observation, it was clear that the mPTA-Si
Fig. 3 e Water uptake analysis and proton conductivity of

the SP-mPTA-Si membrane.
content does reduce the water uptake properties of the mem-

brane. It was due to themPTA-Si properties that already holds

up a significant amount of water content [35].When it reached

the threshold, there are less water uptake recorded.

The proton conductivity measurement was done to deter-

mine the ability of the sample conducting the proton across

the membrane. Fig. 4 shows the proton conductivity of the

sample containing different amount of mPTA-Si loading. The

proton conductivity was recorded at 0.008 Scm�1 and

increased to 0.011 Scm�1 when themPTA-Si content increased

from 0.5 to 1.0 wt%, respectively. Beyond 1.0 wt% of mPTA-Si

loading, the proton conductivity decreased as mPTA-Si

loading increased and recorded as low as 0.005 Scm�1. In

comparison, the pristine SPEEK conductivity was recorded at

0.002 Scm�1. It does show the additional of mPTA-Si causes

slight improvement in the proton conductivity courtesy of the

mPTA-Si acidic properties that enables water diffusion and

proton transport via hopping mechanism. Initially, the trends

increase up to 1.5 wt% of addition causing the conductivity to

be declined. This could be due to the decreasing of the dense

properties of the membrane caused by separation of polymer

chains. The globular like morphology increasing as shown in

the SEM images contributed into less dense membrane

structure which reduces the number of protons hopping

across the membrane.

Transport mechanism
Thermodynamic understanding of the proton conduction in

SPEEK membrane involves the activation energy of proton

transport across the cell. The temperature dependence of

proton conductivity can be described into Arrhenius equation.

The trends for temperature dependent proton conductivity of

the membranes can be seen in Fig. 4, where the slopes repre-

sent the activation energy that can be derived by using Eq. (5):

ln s¼ ln A� Ea

RT
(5)

where A is the pre-exponential factor, R is the ideal gas con-

stant (8.314 J K�1mol �1) and T is temperature (K). The fitting of
Fig. 4 e Arrhenius plot for the proton conductivity as a

function of temperature at different mPTA-Si content.
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the slope represents the activation energy for each sample.

Initially, the SPEEK recorded activation energy of 36 kJ/mol

indicating the dominant mechanism is Grotthus mechanism

(Ea range between 14.0 and 40.0 kJ/mol) [36]. Meanwhile, the Ea
recorded at 37e40 kJ/mol after addition of mPTA-Si showing

the Ea increased with the adding more amount of mPTA-Si. A

slight increase in activation energy aftermPTA-Si is added can

be due to decreasing of the water uptake. Furthermore, less

water content in themembranemeans there are fewer proton

conducting pathways to transfer proton as demonstrated

from the water uptake data where the excess mPTA-Si

causing the membrane to absorb less water [37].

Hydrogen permeability
The hydrogen permeability measures the ability of the

membrane to allow gas being transport across themembrane.

The correlation between the hydrogen pressure and flux are

present in Fig. 5. Membrane that could withstand high pres-

sure will prevent gas transport and only allow proton to cross

the membrane. For each sample, the pressure was being

manipulated from 2 bar to 16 bar. Beyond 16 bar, there

permeability is very quick indicating the membrane samples

are being cracked courtesy by the heavy pressure of the

hydrogen gas. In Fig. 8, it can be seen the slope increases as the

amount of the mPTA increases. It also can be seen the

permeability is directly proportional to the differential pres-

sure between feed and permeate sides of the membrane.

Initially, the slope value was 2 � 10�13 mol m2s�1bar�1 at

pristine SPEEK. Then, it increases up to 2.00 � 10�12

m2s�1bar�1 at SP-mPTA-Si 2.0.

There are similar values of permeation across all samples

recorded at 2 bar of hydrogen pressure indicating there is less

hydrogen pass through the membrane due to lack of pressure

driven. After increasing the hydrogen pressure, a different

gradient slope shows the pressure does drive more hydrogen

to pass through the membrane [38]. It can clearly be seen the

presence of microchannels does lessen the dense properties

of the membrane resulting in more hydrogen able to

permeate. Reduction of the membrane dense clearly can be
Fig. 5 e Hydrogen permeability of the membranes at different m

displayed at pressure 16 bar is the gradient slope for each sam
observed at higher hydrogen pressure. At 16 bar, the pristine

SPEEK recorded at 3.38 � 10e12 m2s�1bar�1 and the perme-

ability increases until SP-mPTA-Si 2.5 recorded 3.08 � 10e11

m2s�1bar�1. This because of the mPTA-Si had created porous

microstructure which facilitates hydrogen permeation with

less hydrogen permeation resistance. It can be observed from

the EDX mapping the agglomeration produces a less dense

membrane thus allowing more hydrogen to pass through.

On the other hand, the selectivity of the membrane de-

pends on the addition of mPTA-Si. The selectivity measures

the membrane to produce electricity and minimise the pro-

duction of undesirable side products [39]. Table 2 summarize

the selectivity of the all the sample in this study. The selec-

tivity was calculated by dividing the conductivity and

permeability data by using Eq. (6).

Selectivity¼C
P

(6)
PTA-Si content and at different gas pressure. (The number

ple).
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Fig. 7 e Performance test of SPEEK membrane with different mPTA-Si content at 60% RH.

Fig. 8 e Performance test of SPEEK membrane at different mPTA-Si content at 100% RH.

Table 2 e Comparison between SPEEK membrane and all the composite in this study.

Sample Proton
conductivity (S/cm)

H2 permeabilitya

(x 10�11 m2s�1bar�1)
Selectivity

(mol.S.s.bar/cm3)
Maximum power
density (mWcm�2)

RH60 RH100

SPEEK 0.002 20.00 10,000 72.59 72.42

SP-mPTA-Si 0.5 0.008 37.80 2116.40 93.07 180.72

SP-mPTA-Si 1.0 0.0109 70.00 1557.14 115.51 186.73

SP-mPTA-Si 1.5 0.0071 1.18 601.70 142.65 143.71

SP-mPTA-Si 2.0 0.0065 1.52 4276.32 98.12 116.29

SP-mPTA-Si 2.5 0.005 2.00 2500 76.35 102.56

a Value for H2 permeability were taken at pressure 2 bar, which replicate the flowrate of the fuel during performance test.
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where C is the conductivity and P is the permeability of the

membrane. It was observed the SPEEK had highest selectivity

recorded at 10,000 S s bar/cm3 due to its good proton conduc-

tivityandhydrogenpermeability.After theamountofmPTA-Si

increases, the selectivity decreases as well. The lowest recor-

ded at 601.695 S s bar/cm3 at 1.5 mPTA-Si. The main factor

contributed in decreasing in selectivity can be the increased
spacing of the polymer in the membrane due to mPTA-Si

presence causing the distance of the sulfone group increases

from each other; causing the decrease in performance [40].

However, the silica content in the mPTA-Si could benefit

electrochemical performance and increase the mobility of

proton [41]. After a certain extent of loading, the selectivity

increases due to the proton transport path will become

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.01.084
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tortuous as referred to the SEM images where the agglomera-

tion can be observed as the amount of mPTA-Si increases.

Mechanical strength
Themechanical testing was done to measure the ability of the

membrane to stand force until it reaches a threshold. Fig. 6

shows the mechanical strength for all samples involved. It

was observed the pristine SPEEK recorded the lowest me-

chanical strength at 43.46 MPa. After the addition of mPTASi,

the mechanical strength increased to 64.66 MPa at 0.5 mPTASi

and the trend continues till the highest recorded at 71.8 MPa

when the mPTA-Si content increased to 2.5. The elongation

break for samples is between 5 and 10% indicating the mPTA-

Si did not change the membrane moduli properties. The in-

crease in mechanical properties can be related to the in-

teractions between mPTA-Si and the sulfonated polymer,

creating a reinforcement mechanism. In such case of addi-

tional of clay into the membrane, it was proved that the

membrane mechanical strength increases to 10% from the

prior addition [42]. Furthermore, the increase of mechanical

strength also indicating the mPTA-Si promotes interaction of

SO3H groups within the SPEEK layer [43].

Performance testing

The performance evaluation was carried out to determine the

membrane ability as an electrolyte for PEMFC. Figs. 7 and 8

shows the performance of the membrane. The condition of

the testing was set at constant temperature of 80 �C and 60%

and 100% relative humidity (RH). The OCV for most of the

samples recorded at around 1.0 V indicating there are no sig-

nificant crossover of the proton courtesy of the dense struc-

ture of themembrane. In addition, low ohmic polarization can

be predicted, due to the high OCV. Fig. 7 shows the power

density of SPEEK with the addition of mPTA-Si.

It can be observed the pristine SPEEKmembrane shows the

power density of 72.42 mWcm�2. When the mPTA-Si intro-

duced into the SPEEK, the power density increases to

93.07 mWcm�2 for 0.5 wt%. Then, the power density increases

to 115.5 mWcm�2 after the addition of mPTA-Si increases to

1.0 wt%. Afterwards, the increase of power density to

142.65 mWcm�2 after the addition of 1.5 wt%. However, it can

be seen the power density decreases to 98.12 and

76.35 mWcm�2 when the amount of mPTA-Si increases to 2.0

and 2.5 wt% respectively. The reduction of power density

mostly contributed by increasing of the fuel crossover as

shown in the hydrogen permeability data. It also indicates

there is a threshold on how much the mPTA-Si requires until

power density drops. Furthermore, it shows that the pro-

gressive effect on PEMFC performance is caused by themPTA-
Table 3 e Comparison of power density when differ RH is app

Materials RH Temperature (oC) Po

Nafion - ionomer 60 60

Nafion 100 120

Aerogel 75 70

SPEEK/PBI 60 80

SPEEK-mPTA-Si 100 80
Si towards membrane. Acidic properties mPTA-Si causes the

membrane to have higher amount of water groups via their

sulfonic acid groups and hygroscopic properties of mPTA-Si.

FromFig. 8, the cell performance increased until themPTA-

Si content 1.5 wt%. This indicates that the improvement

induced by the mPTA-Si become more pronounced as the

mPTA-Si content increases. However, reduction in power

density can be due to the interface of the mPTA-Si with the

proton transport pathway; subsequently, the lower number of

protons involved in the reaction [44]. Interestingly, at RH of

100% that effect been eliminated. Fig. 8 shows the perfor-

mance at RH 100%.

Initially, the SPEEK membrane without additive was recor-

ded at 72.42 mWcm�2. When the SP-mPTA-Si 0.5 membrane

displays thepowerdensityof180.87mWcm�2. Then, thepower

density increases to 187.00Wcm�2 after the addition ofmPTA-

Si increases to1.0wt%. Itwasobserved there isahuge leapafter

the addition at only 1 wt% ofmPTA-Si. However, it can be seen

the power density decreases to 143.78, 116.13 and

102.56mWcm�2when the amount ofmPTA-Si increases to 1.5,

2.0 and 2.5 wt% respectively. It can be observed the mPTA-Si

increase the power density due to the increases of water

retention via hygroscopic properties ofmPTA-Si. However, the

decrease in power density can be related to the agglomeration

of mPTA-Si that can be observed in the SEM morphology and

conductivity. Theagglomeration leads to thedecreaseof dense

properties of the membrane [45]. Consequently, the further

increase of mPTA-Si also decreases the conductivity which

leads to a decrease in the power density.

When RH increased to 100%, there was a contradiction

found as compared to RH 60%. The mPTA-Si with 1.0 wt%

recorded the highest power density at RH 100% while at RH

60% the 1.5 wt% recorded the highest power density. The

power density at low humidity can be related to the high ionic

resistance of the mPTA-Si. As humidity increases, the active

zone will expand to decrease the activation overpotential. In

addition, the pores in the membrane would be more flooded

due to the lower water removal rate and the concentration

overpotential would be larger in higher humidity [46]. On top

of that, the low RH can depress the electrode kinetics,

including electrode reaction and mass diffusion rates, and

proton conductivity as well resulting in a degradation in fuel

cell performance [47]. Table 3 shows the effect of the RH to-

wards performance of the fuel cell based on the report from

previous study. The resulting power density from this study is

comparable from the previous performance. From the table, it

can be concluded that PEMFC does relies on the RH to achieve

good performance. However, the resulting power output also

comes from themembrane electrode assembly (MEA)material

and properties that able to cope with certain condition.
lied.

wer density (W/cm2) Voltage (V) References

0.14 0.96 [46]

0.50 0.90 [47]

0.10 0.40 [48]

0.11 0.0.85 [49]

0.16 0.81 This work
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Conclusion

In this study, we have successfully fabricated SP-mPTA-Si

hybrid membranes with various SP content. The SEM images

show there are no significant changes except the increases of

spherical shape were observed. The EDX mapping demon-

strats the mPTA-Si widely spread across the membrane.

While, the water uptake decreases with the increased amount

of mPTA-Si, the conductivity increases at 1.0 wt% of mPTA-Si

and decrease after more mPTA-Si added. The hydrogen

permeability recorded highest at 2.5 wt% of mPTA e Si indi-

cating excessive fillers will increases the porosity of the

membrane. Meanwhile the mechanical strength shows the

highest recorded when 2.5 wt% of mPTA-Si added shows the

filler able to decrease the polymer boundaries. The OCV was

recorded at 1.0 V for all of samples which indicates the

membranes are dense structure. The maximum power den-

sity for SPEEK initially recorded at 72.42mWcm�2 and the best

performance was when 1.0 wt% of mPTA-Si added where the

maximum power density increases to by over 200% to

187.00 mWcm�2 at RH 100%. Thus, the SP-mPTA-Si 1.0

demonstrate a very promising performance to be employed as

an efficient electrolyte membrane for medium temperature

PEMFC application. Furthermore, the mPTA-Si did not inter-

fere the mechanical properties makes it suitable to be applied

as filler due to the SPEEK is well known having good me-

chanical properties.
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